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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and k a field of characteristic p > 0. Maschke’s 
theorem says that the group algebra KG is semisimple if and only if p does 
not divide the group order, ) G I. We refer to RG as a modular group algebra 
when p divides / G I. In this case the representation theory of KG presents 
many unsolved problems. Of special interest is the structure of the inde- 
composable modules for kG, even when G is an abelian non-cyclic p-group 
[ 1, p. 431; 7, Introduction]. 
In this paper we begin a study of modular group algebras and their repre- 
sentations using the deformation theory of Gerstenhaber [4] and Nijenhuis- 
Richardson [6]. A major intuition in the program derives from the correlation 
for k-algebras between deformability and the failure of semi-simplicity. 
In Section 1 we show how, by using deformations, Maschke’s theorem may 
be recovered for abelian modular group algebras. One might conjecture 
furthermore that any modular group algebra deforms into a predictable 
semisimple algebra. Some non-abelian examples in Section 2 support this 
conjecture. There we exhibit deformations of certain group algebras of the 
dihedral and symmetric groups into the “expected” semisimple algebras. In 
Section 3 we propose further questions and avenues for investigation. 
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1. DEFORMING A COMMUTATIVE MODULAR GROUP ALGEBRA 
For a finite dimensional k-algebra A we denote by A, the algebra A & K 
obtained by extending scalars to the power series field K = k((t)). Let xy 
denote the product of elements X, y of A or A, . Recall [4] that a deformation 
of A is an associative K-algebra structure A, or (At , c) on the underlying 
K-space of A, whose multiplication * takes the form 
x *y = xy + c t%D,(x, y). 
i>o 
Here the Qi are K-bilinear functions on A, x A, obtained from K-bilinear 
functions on A x A by extending scalars (that is, the Qi are defined over k). 
A trivial deformation is one for which there exists a linear automorphism 
of the underlying K-space which has the form (cf. deformation of the identity 
map) 
a = I + 2 t$ , 
i>O 
CQ linear and defined over K, such that CX(X * y) = N(X) a(y). We remind 
the reader that separable semisimple algebras have only trivial deformations 
(and so are rigid in the sense of [4]) but that there are many other rigid 
algebras. 
Our commutative theorem is the following: 
THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and G a finite abelian 
group whose order is divisible by p. Then the group algebra KG deforms into 
a direct sum of fields. If the field k contains the m . ( pn - 1)th roots of unity, 
where 1 G 1 = mpn with (m, p) = 1, then KG deforms into a direct sum 
K @ ... @K (I G 1 summands, with K = k((t))). 
Proof. (1) The case of a cyclic p-group. Let G = (gj have order p”. 
Then, working over the power series field K = k((t)), we observe that 
(rad kG), = rad KG = K-span{(g - 1)‘: i = l,..., pn - l}; that is, rad KG 
is a “nil-cyclic” algebra of dimension p” - 1 with generator x = g - 1. 
IVe write down an explicit deformation (a new product “*I’) for rad KG 
in such a way that it becomes the K-group algebra for the cyclic group 
of order ~‘8 - 1: 
i+.i cp”, 
otherwise. 
Putting xi = tpixi for i = l,...,p” - 1, we see that 
Xi * Xj = I;:;:-Dn+l , i+j<pn, 
otherwise. 
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In particular, under the multiplication *, the K-space rad KG has a basis 
(.xli: i = I,..., pn - l} with identity .+-r , whence it has the structure 
of the above-mentioned group algebra (semisimple!). Now because KG q = 
rad KG @ K . 1 (vector space sum) it is immediate that defining 1 x a -= 
a * 1 = a for all a in KG yields an associative deformation of kG. In the 
new structure rad KG remains an ideal. Since it and its quotient are semi- 
simple, we have the desired deformation. The statement about roots of 
unity is standard. 
(2) The case G = GI x Gz . Here KG is isomorphic with KG1 @ KG, 
and we assume inductively that we can effect deformations of kG, and KG, 
of the desired type. Then we need only the following immediate lemma: 
LEMMA I. -4ssume given deformations (9, , *), (B, , *), of k-algebras d 
and B. Then the multiplication (a @ b) * (a’ @ 6’) = (a * a’) @ (b * 6’) gives 
a deformation of A @ B. 
This completes the.proof of the theorem. 
2. SOME NON-ABELIAN EXAMPLES 
Since there are few examples of deformations in the literature, we provide 
two here as further evidence for the conjecture mentioned in the introduction: 
(a) The dihedral groups D, of order 2n with n odd, in characteristic 2. 
We generalize the simple part of the argument: 
LEMMA 2. Given any jield k, let A be a jinite dimensional k-algebra with 1. 
Suppose the radical N is l-dimensional, and that a semisimple Wedderburn 
complement S has, besides the trivial matrix block, only blocks of rank >l. 
Then A deforms into a semisimple algebra, namely, K @ S, , which has two 
rank 1 matrix blocks. 
Proof. Pick x EN - (0), and define x * x = tx. Then t-lx becomes a 
multiplicative identity for the deformed NK. Extend to the rest of the 
algebra by leaving unchanged the left and right action of S on A. The action 
of S on N consists of scalar multiplication (the trivial block) and annihilation 
(the larger blocks). Now in checking associativity of *, we cannot have 
(s x X) * s’ f 0, s * (x * s’) = 0, or vice versa, and the rest is straightforward. 
Done. 
Now let char k == 2. As in [I, p. 3391, we note that, in the case of the 
group algebra kD, , there are (n - 1)/2 2-dimensional irreducible repre- 
sentations (in the presence of nth roots of unity). It follows readily that 
kD, has the structure needed for the lemma, and deformation yields an 
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algebra with the same coarse numerical invariants as the complex algebra 
CD,. 
Unfortunately the argument does not apply to other semidirect products 
of Z/n by Z/2. 
(b) The symmetric group S, in characteristic 3. One may simplify the 
problem by applying a “straightening-out” principle of Flanigan [3, 
Theorem l] that any deformation of an algebra S + N (in Wedderburn 
form) is equivalent to one in which the action of S is preserved. Express 
the group G = S, as the semidirect product of Z/2 = (a> acting on 
Z/3 = (g!. The radical N of KS, is the 4-dimensional ideal generated by 
g - 1. Thus, as a vector space, 
N = k-span{g - 1, (g - l)“, a(g - I), “(g - 1)2). 
Note that X3 = (0). 
We consider the decomposition of N under left and right action of a 
1Vedderburn complement S = Se, @ Se,, the e, being orthogonal idem- 
potents. Let Nii = eiNej . It follows that NijNQT C Ni, , and NijNP, = (0) 
if j # p. The straightening-out principle allows us to expect that, after 
scalar extension and deformation, 
(Nij)K * (Nar)~ C (Nir)~ 9 (Nij)K * (Nar)~ = (0) for j # 4. 
Having this, the following straightforward lemma would yield a deformation 
of the group algebra: 
LEMMA 3. For an algebra S + N in Wedderburn form, let S = @ Sei 
and N = @ Nij as above. Suppose that dim, Sei = 1 for every i. Then any 
deformation (N, , *) such that (Nfj)K * (NQr)K C (Ni,),and (Nij) * (Nal.)K = (0) 
for j f q extends to a straightened-out deformation of S + N. 
\I’ith the indicated restrictions we try to deform N into a 2 by 2 matrix 
block. One checks first that dim, Nij = 1 and that N,,N = NNi, = (0), 
i = 1, 2. Take xi2 E Ni, - (0) and x2i E N2i - (0). Then x12x2r # 0 and 
~~~~~~ f 0 as one checks directly. Denote these products by .rll , .vrl , 
respectively. This gives us a nice K-basis xii for the radical N. 
Now deform by defining, for i, j = 1, 2, 
xii * xij = txii (i fj), xji * xji = t?+ ) 
while all other products among the xi; are as before. One now sees that the 
elements eii = tm2xii are orthogonal idempotents in (N, , *) such that 
eii * NK * ejj = (Nij)K. Defining also ei2 = t-lx,, , e2, = t-lx,, , we see 
that the eij act as the usual basis of matrix units for the 2 by 2 matrices 
M(2; K). 
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It is now straightforward to check that kS, has been deformed into an 
algebra isomorphic with the ideal direct sum M(2; K) @ K @ K, the 
“expected” semisimple algebra. 
3. PROBLEMS 
We are pushing these deformation-theoretic studies in three directions. 
This paper is our initial attempt in the first direction, analyzing the deforma- 
tion structure of modular group algebras. We would like a useful extension 
or induction procedure, say for p-groups, but thus far it is only the case 
of tensor products (Lemma 1) where deforming the constituents has proved 
useful. At the least we require a more thorough study of the radical, along 
the lines of Jennings [5]. 
Our main concern is with the representation theory, however, and with 
the deformation structure of the modules of our group algebras. Here we 
have two approaches, to build a commutative diagram using deformations 
of group algebras in parallel with deformations of modules, or, secondly, 
and more specifically, to deform only the modules. Present information 
tells us that the parallel deformation of algebras and modules is not always 
possible, in the sense that the deformed algebra cannot always be made 
to act as required on any deformation of the given module. The second 
approach has led us to the observation [2] that many of the “classical” 
modules (e.g., irreducibles, projectives, especially the principal indecom- 
posables) are rigid, while the more “exotic” . mdecomposables (for a modular 
group algebra, say) may be highly deformable. This parallels our intuition 
mentioned in the second paragraph of the Introduction above. 
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